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Abstract
Let G be a group, spliZG the supremum of the projective lengths of the injective ZG-modules and silpZG the supremum
of the injective lengths of the projective ZG-modules. The invariants spliZG and silpZG were studied in [T.V. Gedrich, K.W.
Gruenberg, Complete cohomological functors on groups, Topology Appl. 25 (1987) 203–223] in connection with the existence
of complete cohomological functors. If spliZG is finite then silpZG = spliZG = findimZG [T.V. Gedrich, K.W. Gruenberg,
Complete cohomological functors on groups, Topology Appl. 25 (1987) 203–223] and cdZG ≤ spliZG ≤ cdZG+1, where cdZG
is the generalized cohomological dimension of G [B.M. Ikenaga, Homological dimension and Farrell cohomology, J. Algebra 87
(1984) 422–457]. Note that cdZG = vcdG if G is of finite virtual cohomological dimension. It has been conjectured in [O. Talelli,
On groups of type Φ, Arch. Math. 89 (1) (2007) 24–32] that if spliZG is finite then G admits a finite dimensional model for EG,
the classifying space for proper actions.
We conjecture that spliZG = cdZG + 1 for any group G and we prove the conjecture for duality groups, fundamental groups
of graphs of finite groups and fundamental groups of certain finite graphs of groups of type FP∞.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20J05; 20F32
1. Introduction
Let G be a group, spliZG the supremum of the projective lengths of the injective ZG-modules, and silpZG the
supremum of the injective lengths of the projective ZG-modules. The invariants spliZG and silpZG were studied
in [7] in connection with the existence of complete cohomological functors. It turns out that silpZG ≤ spliZG and if
spliZG is finite then silpZG = spliZG [7]. Moreover, if spliZG is finite then silpZG = spliZG = findimZG, where
findimZG is the supremum of the projective dimensions of the ZG-modules of finite projective dimension. Note that
it is not known whether the finiteness of silpZG implies the finiteness of spliZG.
It is not difficult to see that if G admits a finite-dimensional model for EG, then spliZG is finite. In [10] it was
essentially shown that if G belongs to the class HF defined by Kropholler in [9] and has a bound on the orders of its
finite subgroups, then spliZG finite implies that G admits a finite-dimensional model for EG.
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In [12] it was conjectured that spliZG is finite if and only if G admits a finite-dimensional model for EG. The
conjecture was shown there for torsion free locally soluble groups. Also in support of this conjecture is the result
obtained in [5] which states that a group G is finite if and only if spliZG = 1.
SpliZG is related to another algebraic invariant, the generalized cohomological dimension of G, cdZG, defined by
Ikenaga in [8] as follows:
cdZG = sup{n ∈ N|ExtnZG(M, F) 6= 0,M Z-free, F ZG-free}.
Note that cdZG ≤ m is equivalent to the following extension property: For every exact sequence of ZG-modules
0 → K → Pm → Pm−1 → · · · → P0 → M
with Pi projective ZG-modules for 0 ≤ i ≤ m and MZ-free, any map K → P with P projective, extends to a map
Pm → P .
Clearly cdZG ≤ silpZG ≤ cdZG + 1 for any group G. If cdZG < ∞ then cdZG = cdZG, and more generally
cdZG = vcdG for a group G of finite virtual cohomological dimension [8].
We believe that
Conjecture A. For any group G, spliZG = cdZG + 1.
In this article we show Conjecture A for
(i) duality groups (Proposition 2.4).
(ii) fundamental groups of graphs of finite groups (Theorem 2.5).
(iii) fundamental groups of certain finite graphs of groups of type FP∞ (Theorem 3.5).
A particular case of (iii) is the following:
Theorem B (Corollary 3.6). Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups (G, X) of type FP∞, with
spliZGv finite for all v ∈ V (X). If X contains a subgraph of the form with 1 < |A : Γ0| < ∞
and 1 < |B : Γ0| < ∞, or of the form with 1 < |A0 : Γ0| < ∞, or of the form
with |Ai : Γi | < ∞ for i = 1, 2, and Hλ(Γ0,ZΓ0) is not a divisible abelian
group where λ = max{cdZGv|v ∈ V (X)}, then cdZG = λ+ 1 and spliZG = cdZG + 1.
Let us emphasize that in Theorem Bwe only require Γi to be of finite index in Ai , i = 0, 1, 2. There is no restriction
for the index of ϕi (Γi ) in Ai , i = 0, 1, 2.
We obtain a criterion for proving our conjecture, namely: if cdZG = n, spliZG < ∞ and Hn(G, P) is not a
divisible abelian group for some projective ZG-module P , then spliZG = cdZG+1 (Proposition 2.2). We essentially
apply this criterion to the above mentioned classes of groups.
For the proof of Theorem 2.5 we use the characterization of finite groups as the ones with spliZG = 1 [5]. For
the proof of Theorem 3.5 we study H∗(G,ZG) in terms of the compactly supported cohomology of the associated
G-tree with coefficients in the system {H∗(Gσ ,ZGσ )} where Gσ ranges over the vertex and edge groups. The groups
H∗(G,ZG) were first studied along these lines by Brown and Geoghegan in [4].
2. On spliZG and cdZG
Lemma 2.1. If silpZG = n then ExtnZG(A, P) is a divisible abelian group for every projective ZG-module P and
every Z-torsion free ZG-module A.
Proof. Since A is a torsion free abelian group, we have for every m 6= 0 a short exact sequence of ZG-modules
0 → A pim−→ A −→ A¯ → 0
where pim is multiplication by m. The result is deduced from the following long exact sequence
· · · −→ ExtnZG( A¯, P) −→ ExtnZG(A, P)
pim−→ ExtnZG(A, P) −→ 0. 
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Proposition 2.2. If cdZG = n, spliZG < ∞ and ExtnZG(A0, P0) is not a divisible abelian group for some projective
ZG-module P0 and some Z-torsion free ZG-module A0, then spliZG = cdZG + 1.
Proof. Since cdZG ≤ silpZG ≤ cdZG + 1 for any group G, and silpZG = spliZG if spliZG is finite, the result
follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3. If cdZG is finite and cdZG = cdFpG for some prime p, then spliZG = cdZG + 1.
Proof. Let cdZG = cdFpG = n. Then there is a free FpG-module P with Hn(G, P) 6= 0. If P = F ⊗Z Fp, where F
is a free ZG-module, consider the short exact sequence of ZG-modules
0 −→ F pip−→ F −→ P −→ 0.
From the corresponding long exact sequence
· · · −→ Hn(G, F) pip−→ Hn(G, F) −→ Hn(G, P) −→ 0
it follows that Hn(G, F) is a non-divisible abelian group, hence by Proposition 2.2 spliZG = silpZG = n + 1. 
Proposition 2.4. If G is either an m-dimensional duality group or a group of type FP∞ with m = cdZG > cdQG
then Hm(G,ZG) is not a divisible abelian group and spliZG = cdZG + 1.
Proof. Recall that a group G is said to be of type FP∞ if the trivial ZG-module Z admits a projective resolution which
is finitely generated in all dimensions. If G is a group of type FP∞ with m = cdZG > cdQG then by Lemma 9.12
of [3] there is a prime p such that Hm(G, FpG) 6= 0. Hence cdZG = cdFpG = m.
Now if G is a duality group then cdZG = cdQG = cdFpG for every prime p [3, Prop. 9.13]. The result now
follows from Lemma 2.3 and its proof. 
Note that there are groups of type FP∞ of finite cohomological dimension over Z such that cdZG > cdQG, e.g.
[1,2].
Theorem 2.5. If G is the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups then spliZG = cdZG + 1. Moreover
spliZG = 1 if G is finite and spliZG = 2 if G is infinite.
Proof. If G is finite then cdZG = 0 and spliZG = 1.
Assume that G is infinite. Since G acts on a tree with finite vertex stabilizers, there is an exact sequence of ZG-
modules of the form
0 −→
⊕
e∈Y1
Z[G/Ge] −→
⊕
v∈Y0
Z[G/Gv] −→ Z −→ 0 (1)
with Ge,Gv finite subgroups of G. It follows from the existence of (1) that cdZG ≤ 1 and that spliZG < ∞.
Consider the ZG-module B(G,Z) of bounded functions from G to Z. Since B(G,Z) is free as a ZK -module for
every finite subgroup K of G [11], and there is a ZG-monomorphism Z ↪→ B(G,Z), it follows that pdZGB(G,Z) =
1, hence cdZG = 1.
Now spliZG = silpZG ≤ cdZG + 1 = 2 and spliZG > 1 since G is infinite [5], hence spliZG = 2. 
3. On the divisibility of H∗(G,ZG)
Let G be the fundamental group of a graph (G, X) of groups, and T˜ the associated G-tree [13]. Let T0, T1 be the
sets of vertices and positively oriented edges of T˜ respectively, and Y0, Y1 sets of representatives of T0 and T1modG
respectively. There is a Mayer–Vietoris sequence
· · ·Hn(G,ZG) →
∏
v∈Y0
Hn(Gv,ZG)
an−→
∏
e∈Y1
Hn(Ge,ZG) → Hn+1(G,ZG) · · · ,
where Gσ is the stabilizer in G of a vertex or edge σ of T˜ .
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If the graph (G, X) is a finite graph of groups of type FP∞, the maps an, n ∈ N, can be described [4, Section 2] using
the cohomology of T˜ with compact supports, as follows. For each n ∈ N there is a “coefficient system”Dn on T˜ which
associates to each vertex or edge σ the group Dnσ = Hn(Gσ ,ZGσ ), and to each relation “v is the initial or terminal
vertex of e” the map ρnv,e : Dnv → Dne which is the composite map Hn(Gv,ZGv) → Hn(Ge,ZGv) → Hn(Ge,ZGe),
where the first map is the restriction map, and the second map is induced by the ZGe-projection ZGv → ZGe. There
is a cochain complex
0 → C0(T˜ ,Dn) θn−→ C1(T˜ ,Dn) → 0,
where C i (T˜ ,Dn) = ∏σ∈Ti Dnσ for i = 0, 1, and θn((dv)v∈T0) = (de)e∈T1 with de = ρnτ(e),e(dτ(e))− ρno(e),e(do(e)) for
e ∈ T1 with initial vertex o(e) and terminal vertex τ(e).
If for each vertex v of T˜ and each d ∈ Dnv , ρnv,e(d) = 0 for almost all edges of which v is the initial or terminal
vertex, we say that Dn is locally finite. In that case
0 →
⊕
v∈T0
Dnv
θn−→
⊕
e∈T1
Dne → 0
is a subcomplex of C∗(T˜ ,Dn), denoted by C∗c(T˜ ,Dn), whose cohomology groups are denoted by H∗c(T˜ ,Dn).
The following Theorem gives a description of the maps an, n ∈ N, in the case where G is the fundamental group
of a finite graph of groups of type FP∞.
Theorem 3.1 ([4, Thm. 2.2]). Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups of type FP∞. Then Dn is
locally finite for all n ∈ N, and the map an in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence above is isomorphic to the coboundary
map θn : C0c(T˜ ,Dn) → C1c(T˜ ,Dn). Consequently, ker an ' H0c(T˜ ,Dn), coker an ' H1c(T˜ ,Dn), and there is a short
exact sequence
0 → H1c(T˜ ,Dn−1) → Hn(G,ZG) → H0c(T˜ ,Dn) → 0
for all n ∈ N. 
It is easy to see that H1c(T˜ ,Dn) is the abelian group generated by the groups Dne , e ∈ T1, subject to the relations
θn(d) = 0, for each v ∈ T0 and d ∈ Dnv . If we denote by Rnv the set of relations that correspond to the vertex v, then
H1c(T˜ ,Dn) ' ⊕e∈T1 Dne /〈Rnv , v ∈ T0〉. Each element θn(d) of Rv is a finite sum Σerv,eρnv,e(d) where e ranges over
the elements of T1 having v as their initial or terminal vertex, and rv,e = −1 (respectively 1) if v is the initial (resp.
terminal) vertex of e.
Definition 3.2. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of groups (G, X), and T˜ the associated G-tree. If there is
an edge e in T˜ such that T˜ contains a (geometric) subgraph of the form
with ρnvk ,ek : Dnvk → Dnek an isomorphism for all k ∈ Z and n ∈ N, then we say that G has property µe.
Examples 3.3. If |Gv : Ge| < ∞ then it is well-known that ρnv,e : Hn(Gv,ZGv) → Hn(Ge,ZGe) is an isomorphism
for all n ∈ N. Now some examples of fundamental groups of graphs of groups (G, X) with property µe are obtained
in the case where X contains a subgraph of one of the following forms:
(1) where 1 < |A : Γ0| < ∞ and 1 < |B : Γ0| < ∞. If a ∈ A \ Γ0 and b ∈ B \ Γ0 then we have the
following subgraph in T˜ :
and G has property µΓ0 , since |(ba)nB(ba)−n : (ba)nbΓ0b−1(ba)−n| < ∞, |(ba)nbAb−1(ba)−n :
(ba)n+1Γ0(ba)−n−1| < ∞, and |(ab)nA(ab)−n : (ab)naΓ0a−1(ab)−n| < ∞, |(ab)naBa−1(ab)−n :
(ab)n+1Γ0(ab)−n−1| < ∞ for all n ∈ N.
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(2) with 1 < |A0 : Γ0| < ∞. If a ∈ A0 \ Γ0 then we have the following subgraph in T˜ :
and G has property µΓ0 , since |(at)nA0(at)−n : (at)naΓ0a−1(at)−n| < ∞ and |tnA0t−n : tnΓ0t−n| < ∞ for all
n ∈ N.
(3) with |A1 : Γ1| < ∞ and |A2 : Γ2| < ∞. We have the following subgraph in T˜ :
and G has property µΓ0 , since |tni Ai t−ni : tni Γi t−ni | < ∞ for i = 1, 2 and all n ∈ N.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups of type FP∞ and assume that G has property
µe. Then Dne is a direct summand of H
1
c(T˜ ,Dn) for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let rk be equal to −1 or 1, depending on whether vk is the initial or terminal vertex of ek for k ∈ Z. Also, let
sk be equal to −1 or 1, depending on whether vk is the initial or terminal vertex of ek−1 for k > 1, or ek+1 for k < 0,
or e for k = 0, 1.
We fix n ∈ N and write Dσ instead of Dnσ , and ρv,e instead of ρnv,e.
We define f : ⊕σ∈T1 Dσ → De as follows:
f |Dσ =

0, for σ 6= e, ek;
id, for σ = e;
−r0s0ρv0,eρ−1v0,e0 , for σ = e0.
−r1s1ρv1,eρ−1v1,e1 , for σ = e1;
−rksk fρvk ,ek−1ρ−1vk ,ek , for σ = ek, k > 1;
−rksk fρvk ,ek+1ρ−1vk ,ek , for σ = ek, k < 0.
We show that f (r) = 0 for all relations r ∈ Rnv and every vertex v of T˜ . This is obvious for v 6= vk , because then
f |Dσ = 0 for every edge σ of which v is a vertex.
If r is a relation in Rnvk , then there is d ∈ Dvk such that
f (r) =

f (r0ρv0,e0(d)+ s0ρv0,e(d)), for k = 0;
f (r1ρv1,e1(d)+ s1ρv1,e(d)), for k = 1;
f (rkρvk ,ek (d)+ skρvk ,ek−1(d)), for k > 1;
f (rkρvk ,ek (d)+ skρvk ,ek+1(d)), for k < 0.
It is easy to check that f (r) = 0.
It follows from the presentation of H1c(T˜ ,Dn) that f induces a homomorphism ϕ : H1c(T˜ ,Dn) → De such that
ϕ(d + 〈Rnv , v ∈ T0〉) = d for all d ∈ De, so De is a direct summand of H1c(T˜ ,Dn). 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph (G, X) of groups of type FP∞, with spliZGv < ∞
for all v ∈ V (X). If λ = max{cdZGv|v ∈ V (X)} and G has property µe with Dλe a non-divisible abelian group, then
spliZG = cdZG + 1.
Proof. From the Mayer–Vietoris sequence
· · · →
∏
v∈Y0
ExtnZGv (A, P) →
∏
e∈Y1
ExtnZGe (A, P) → Extn+1ZG (A, P) → · · · ,
where A and P are ZG-modules, it follows that λ ≤ cdZG ≤ λ + 1 and spliZG < ∞. Now Hλ+1(G,ZG) '
H1c(T˜ ,Dλ) by Theorem 3.1, since C0c(T˜ ,Dλ+1) = 0.
Since Dλe is a direct summand of H
λ+1(G,ZG) by Lemma 3.4, it follows that Hλ+1(G,ZG) is not a divisible
abelian group. Hence cdZG = λ+ 1 and from Proposition 2.2 we obtain that spliZG = cdZG + 1. 
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The following result is now immediate from 3.3 and 3.5.
Corollary 3.6 (Theorem B). Let G be the fundamental group of a finite graph (G, X) of groups of type FP∞, with
spliZGv < ∞ for all v ∈ V (X). If X contains a subgraph of the form with 1 < |A : Γ0| < ∞ and 1 <
|B : Γ0| < ∞, or of the form with 1 < |A0 : Γ0| < ∞ or of the form
with |Ai : Γi | < ∞ for i = 1, 2, and Hλ(Γ0,ZΓ0) is not a divisible abelian group where λ = max{cdZGv|v ∈ V (X)},
then spliZG = cdZG + 1. 
Examples of groups of type FP∞ with Hn(G,ZG) a non-divisible abelian group, where n = cdZG, are duality
groups and groups of finite cohomological dimension over Z with cdZG > cdQG (Proposition 2.4).
We do not know of any example of a group G of type FP∞ with Hn(G,ZG) a divisible abelian group, where
n = cdZG. Note that in [6, Ex. 2] an example of a non-finitely generated group G is given, such that cdZG = 3 and
H3(G,ZG) is a divisible abelian group.
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